Past and future of computer-assisted sleep analysis and drowsiness assessment.
The development of computerized sleep analysis has been very much technology-driven by both mathematical tools and available hardware but, additionally and unfortunately, by the almost-30-year-old standard used for manual sleep stage scoring of paper recordings. There are no technical restrictions in terms of computing power, storage space, and costs anymore. However, the standards of visual sleep stage scoring have proven insufficient and ambiguous, and their utilization evidently provides misleading and erroneous information. The low temporal resolution provided by the one-page epoch, the crude division of the sleep processes into a few discrete stages, and the total ignorance of spatial information are the major drawbacks. It is meaningless to try to improve the computerised systems if the algorithms are based on erroneous concepts. Instead, the focus should be changed to studies dealing with the identification and modelling of true biological sleep-related processes. This work cannot be performed without the successful application of computerized methods, some of which have been used in related fields but have not yet been applied to sleep studies. It is extremely important that basic findings are confirmed with a wide variety of methods in several laboratories. The use of predetermined, fixed criteria for methods, waveforms, and states too early is scientifically erroneous and hazardous. Instead standards should describe the minimum requirements for the recording and analysis of the signals in terms of sampling rate, dynamic range, linearity, and documentation of the methods used. With the development of better technology, these standards ought to be constantly reevaluated and modified. The development toward more open commercial digital systems, including standardized programming methods and data formats, would have great positive impact to the field. These trends have long been established in many other fields of industry.